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Emphasis on how students interpret their activity: how is this 
connected to people, places, times and ideas outside of the 
class? And emphasizes the role of the instructor in constructing 
that framing.

Emphasis on how students are positioned 
relative to the developing content ideas. 
Role of teacher in promoting agency and 
identity, not modeling. 

Teaching for transfer has long been a goal of instruction, but remains elusive in most 
studies. In this poster, we examine a course that demonstrates transfer of a 
particular type – free choice transfer in which students notice, value and use ideas 
from physics (TE) – and examine how methods to support transfer are instantiated in 
the course. We find that expansive learning, expansive framing, and accountable 
authorship feature prominently in class, and are likely to support transfer. 
Furthermore, these approaches appear to mitigate a need for more explicit 
scaffolding of transfer. However, the course described here is not traditional - we 
discuss three topics in depth (light, color and the eye), and the particular 
representations and content constructed, while sharing commonalities from one 
semester to the next, also has more variation than in traditional courses. That is to 

say, employing these design principles in more typical PER-based instruction is not trivial. Nonetheless, 
we can imagine instruction in PER-based courses that draws on these findings and promotes expansive 
framing, accountable authorship and expansive learning. 
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Emphasis on the role of the teacher in modeling the kinds of 
desired transfer for students and helping students come to 
participate in transfer.

Student-Generated Scientific Inquiry (SGSI) is an undergraduate 
science course for future elementary teachers. Topics include 
light, color, and sound - chosen for their intersection with biology 
and ability to be investigated with simple materials.   

Students work in small groups to answer questions that arise in 
response to an initial question or a puzzling phenomenon. As 
these investigations yield findings and new questions, whole-class 
conversations take place. 

Care is taken throughout the course to emphasize students’ 
ownership of the curriculum, assessment, and findings. They 
develop a rubric for their lab notebooks (based on images of 
famous scientific notebooks), develop and critique others’ ideas 
and representations, establish norms for representations, and work 
towards consensus ideas.

The overall goals of physics instruction are not gains on concept 
inventories or improved scores on surveys of epistemological beliefs. 
While these measures provide evidence of science learning, they are 
proxies for the broader goal of developing scientifically literate citizens 
and scientists who draw on their physics knowledge outside of 
classroom settings. These moments–experiences in which students 
actively use science concepts to see and experience their everyday 
world in meaningful, new ways– have been termed “transformative 
experiences” (TE). [1] As part of a broader effort to measure TE and 
understand features that support TE in physics, we explore features of 
instructional contexts that support free-choice transfer out of class by 
examining characteristics of a class with high TE. 

A COURSE WITH HIGH TRANSFER: SGSI

“The majority of our efforts for educating children have focused on 
transmitting knowledge rather than enriching, expanding, and 
transforming everyday experience…”  

“[We propose] a transformative perspective... in which the goal is to 
engage students in transformative experiences with science concepts. 
Transformative experiences have been defined as those experiences 
in which students actively use science concepts to see and 
experience their everyday world in meaningful, new ways.”[1,2]

WHAT ARE TRANSFORMATIVE EXPERIENCES?

PUGH: Teaching for TE in Science (TTES)

Teaching for transfer: proposed instructional features 

ENGESTRÖM: Overcoming Encapsulation

GREENO: Accountable Authors

ENGLE: Expansive framing

Greeno: transfer happens, in part, when "...people 
learn how to act with conceptual agency in 
substantive domains and in activity settings, and 
authoritative and accountable positioning in 
learning environments facilitates that learning… If a 
student has developed a participatory identity with 
strong conceptual agency while learning 
concepts...we could expect that student to be 
more likely to participate with strong conceptual 
agency ... in another setting."

 to construct classrooms that are not 
encapsualted, one must shift towards 
expansive learning, where "learners construct a 
new object and concept for their collective 
activity, and implement this new object and 
concept in practice... Nobody knows exactly 
what needs to be learned. The design of the 
new activity and the acquisition of the 
knowledge and skills it requires are increasingly 
intertwined.”

SGSI: Accountable authors, overcoming encapsulation 
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We compare two courses taught at the same institution that 
address Snell’s Law and lenses. In SGSI, we find high TE scores; in the 
traditionally taught class (for engineers and scientists) they are 
much lower. We examine how class structures in the SGSI course 
may promote TE in light of proposed approaches to teaching for 
transfer. Course data is below:

DATA: HIGH INCIDENCE OF TRANSFER

Average, 
SGSI      

(n = 22)

Average, 
Intro Phys       

(n=38) difference

Motivated use
1.   During class, I talk about… 3.6 2.9 0.8

2.   I think about…, when I see… 3.4 2.6 0.8

3   Outside of class, I talk about… 3.4 2.3 1.1

4.   During class, I think about… 3.5 2.9 0.7

5.   I talk about… just for the fun of it 3.2 2.0 1.2

6.   Outside of class, I think about… 3.1 2.5 0.6

7.   I find myself thinking about… in everyday life. 3.3 2.2 1.1

8.   During class, I use the knowledge I’ve learned about … 3.5 3.2 0.3

9.   Outside of school, I use the knowledge I’ve learned about… 3.4 2.3 1.0

10. I use the stuff I’ve learned about…even when I don’t have to. 3.1 2.1 1.0

11. I look for chances to use my knowledge of…in my everyday life 2.9 2.0 0.9

Expansion of perception 
12. During class, I see things in terms of the laws I’ve learned about… 3.3 2.7 0.7

13. When I am working on a class assignment about… I tend to think of 
them in terms of… 3.1 2.9 0.1

14. If I see a really interesting situation..., then I think about it in terms of… 3.0 2.3 0.7

15. I can’t help but see situations in terms of the laws of… 3.0 2.0 1.0

16. During class, I notice examples of… 3.3 2.8 0.5

17. I notice examples outside of class of… 3.2 2.8 0.4

18. I look for examples outside of class of… 2.8 2.2 0.6

Experiential value
19. Learning about…is useful for my future studies or work. 3.6 2.1 1.5

20. Knowledge of…helps me to better understand the world around me. 3.4 3.1 0.3

21. Knowledge of… is useful in my current, everyday life. 3.3 2.1 1.2

22. I find that knowledge of…makes my current, out-of-school experience 
more meaningful and interesting. 3.3 2.3 1.0

23. Knowledge of…makes learning physics much more interesting. 3.5 2.5 1.0

24. In class, I find it interesting to learn about… 3.3 2.9 0.4

25. I think…is an interesting topic 3.5 2.9 0.7

26. I find it interesting in class when we talk about… in terms of… 3.3 2.8 0.6

27. I’m interested when I hear things about…outside of school 3.4 2.4 0.9

28. I find it exciting to think outside of school about… 3.1 2.3 0.9

29. The ideas we learned changed the way I see… 3.5 2.9 0.6

30. I think about…differently now that I have learned about… 3.5 2.9 0.5

31. I pay more attention to…now. 3.3 3.0 0.4

SGSI v. Tradiational Insttruction: TE Survey Results

SGSI Intro Physics

Strongly

agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly 
disagree

Motivated use Expansion of perception Experiential value

TTES, Agency, Framing and Encapsulation

As we look across video data from class, we find evidence for: 
developing students’ conceptual agency (Greeno) and pursuing 
students’ questions (Engestrom); expansive framing as 
interactionally accomplished; little to no explicit TTES from instructor. 

Below: students define the object of their inquiry (what question to 
pursue), expansively frame their inquiry through their answers; and 
exhibit conceptual agency in that process.  

 Alyssa:   Wouldn’t we be seeing it as a shiny  brown, like the  
    [brown] desk would look like it was kind of lit up. Like in 
    the cartoons where they get an idea and the light  
    bulb’s kind of like fuzzy? So wouldn’t the desk be all  
    fuzzy brown? 
Instructor: It would be glowing. 
Alyssa:   Exactly. It’d be glowing . And nothing’s glowing when 
    you look at it. 

Marie:   When the stage is all dark, and there’s a spotlight 
    on one person, that... person has a fuzzy glow around 
    them...it’s the same idea as the Moon and  space,  
    when everything around you is dark and you’re the  
    only thing fragmenting that light, I feel like it has that 
    like ’aaaaah’ around you."

Pugh: instructors should “create a context where 
particular ways of experiencing the world through 
concepts are displayed and valued and to help 
students come to participate more centrally in these 
experiences.” (p 1106) To do this, a teacher should 
"(a) [frame] the content in terms of its experiential 
value, (b) [scaffold] re-seeing, and (c) [model] 
transformative experiences.”

 Engle emphasizes the role of an instructor in explicitly 
noting that students should "continue using what they 
have learned." In addition, and drawing on research that 
shows similarities between “training" and "target" contexts 
facilitate transfer, she argues for classes that expansively 
frame the learning context so that “a larger 
encompassing context is formed that seamlessly 
incorporates learning and transfer contexts."

Emphasis on conceptual agency not only in pursuing questions, but 
in defining the questions themselves. Demands that inquiry is not a 
question particular to school, but discovered by and relevant to 
students, which allows the encapsulation of schooling to dissolve. 


